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Wood-look tile was destined to become popular. It’s practical, more affordable,

and offers a wide range of choices between textures, colors, and tones. Low

maintenance allows it to be used anywhere from kitchen to bathroom, places

where wood doesn’t last long. There are unlimited effect and color options

available offering sophisticated parquet finishes as well as a reclaimed wood

texture look. All you’re left to do is decide the look you desire, here are a couple

of options to help you choose!

TILE TRENDS

8 WAYS TO GET ROYAL WOOD LOOK WITH TILES

 
Craving for wood look, but need something low maintenance and low

expense? Check out wood-like tiles that help you achieve both!

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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STYLISH TWIST

This unique project takes place in Westminster, a bustling government area

near Buckingham Palace. The briefing was clear and the interior designer,

Sarah Ward, wanted to create a timeless space that would make anyone feel at

home. To do so, amongst a delightfully well-curated selection of furnishings

and art pieces, she chose a unique BRABBU accent chair whose design

transcends time: CAYO Bold Armchair. The base inspiration for the entire

furnishing concept was an endearing patterned stool fabric from Aboytt and

Boyd. Ward started with the pattern and went on from there to find other

colors, textures, and pieces of furniture to serve as pieces of this magnificent

up-scale puzzle. While crafting this spectacular interior, the designer came

across a daunting challenge: ceiling heights. High ceilings have always gone

hand in hand with luxe living, but they were nowhere to be found on the

property.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

STYLISH TWIST

Designer Sarah Ward has given a British charm to a residence situated in the

Westminster area near Buckingham Palace.

PROJECT
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Regarded as the mansion of dreams and opulence, this multimillion-dollar

worth house located in Miami was developed for a special client: a city guy, an

art lover, an architect that loves the sea, and with impeccable taste in interior

design. A man of many traits that needs a mega-mansion to live the dream.

The house could be described as a place that you never want to leave,

equalling many characteristics seen in luxurious hospitality venues. It was

created to become the client’s very own museum in a highly desirable

location upgraded by one-of-a-kind amenities and spaces, including a well-

appointed outdoor space, a home theater, and an entertainment room build

to showcase distinctiveness. In other words, this home is the most LUXXU

place you will ever find in the entire world as you are about to see.

 

A multimillion-dollar worth house located in Miami is a house of dreams that

is tailor-made for luxury living.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

PROJECT

COMFORTABLY CHIC
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